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Abstract 
Several field studies comparing modules based on Elkem Solar Silicon® (ESS®) cells with reference modules based on non-
compensated virgin polysilicon show that the compensated ESS® modules outperform the reference modules with comparable 
installed capacity under certain operating conditions. At high temperatures and high irradiation conditions the modules based on 
compensated silicon produce more energy than the reference modules. In order to increase the understanding of the observed 
effect cells are studied at different temperatures by the means of IV-characteristics as well as quantum efficiencies. Quantum 
efficiency measurements show that the main difference between ESS® cells and polysilicon cells when increasing the 
temperature occurs in the 800 nm to 1100 nm wavelength range. Changes in this wavelength region are typically attributed the 
bulk properties of the material, i.e. the minority carrier lifetime and the carrier mobility. 
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1. Introduction 
PV energy production is growing and an increase in the demand for silicon for solar cell production can be 
expected in the future. By minimizing the energy consumption in the silicon feedstock production the energy pay-
back time of installed solar modules can be reduced. Solar grade silicon (SoGM-Si) produced through the 
metallurgical route is one of the most energy effective production methods for PV [1, 2]. A reduction in the 
greenhouse emissions follows the reduced energy consumption [3]. Elkem Solar Silicon® produced through the 
proprietary metallurgical process contains slightly higher concentrations of doping elements, both boron and 
phosphorus, compared to conventional polysilicon. Typical levels for [B] and [P] are 0.20 ppma and 0.60 ppma, 
respectively. In order to keep the resistivity in ingots in a range suitable for solar cell production phosphorus and 
gallium are added in order to compensate for the phosphorus present. Despite the additional doping elements the 
performance of cells based on such compensated silicon or blends containing both virgin polysilicon and 
compensated silicon rival those made from virgin polysilicon only [2, 4]. It has been reported that the increased total 
dopant concentration leads to a reduction of the carrier mobility in compensated silicon [5-8]. However, reduced 
recombination activity of defects in compensated silicon may counterbalance the reduced mobility by an increase in 
the minority carrier lifetime [9]. Typically lower short-circuit currents (and slightly higher open-circuit voltages) is 
observed in solar cells based on compensated silicon [5]. 
Field studies where modules consisting of Elkem Solar Silicon® are compared to reference modules with 
comparable specifications at standard test conditions show that the modules based on 100% ESS® solar cells 
outperform the reference modules under high temperature and high irradiation operating conditions [2]. Similar 
results where modules based on upgraded metallurgical silicon perform better than the references at summertime has 
also been reporter for other feedstock suppliers [10]. A test system at BVRIT in Hyderabad, India, containing 14 
ESS® modules and 14 polysilicon reference modules, demonstrate that the modules based on Elkem Solar Silicon® 
produce more energy than the reference modules at elevated temperatures and irradiance [11, 12]. During the first 
year the ESS® modules produce more energy than the reference modules in most months of the year, despite a 
slightly lower installed capacity. This beneficial effect of temperature and/or irradiation intensity favoring ESS® 
cells has also been demonstrated on cells in more controlled laboratory experiments [13, 14]. Temperature 
dependent illuminated IV-measurements in a solar simulator show favorable temperature coefficients in ESS® cells 
for the short-circuit current ሺܬௌ஼ሻ, open-circuit voltage ሺ ைܸ஼ሻ, fill-factor ሺܨܨሻ and efficiency ሺߟሻ [13]. A higher 
operating temperature as well as high irradiance will benefit the modules based on Elkem Solar Silicon® [14]. 
In the present study the quantum efficiencies in cells containing ESS® as well as the reference cells based on 
conventional polysilicon will be studied in order to gain more insight into the observed effect favoring ESS® based 
cells. Quantum efficiencies will be evaluated at 25°C and 50°C.  
2. Experimental details 
Solar cells are chosen from the same batches as used in the field studies in Hyderabad. The wafers and cells are 
produced in 2011 under as identical conditions as possible; by the same producer in identical furnaces and in the 
same cell production line. Cells produced from the top 200 wafers of each block yield average efficiencies of 
16.86% (range 16.43-17.33%) for ESS® and 16.96% (range 16.34-17.34) for the poly references. Cells from the 
bottom 200 wafers yield average efficiencies of 17.18% (range 16.20-17.56%) for ESS® and 17.27% (range 16.34-
17.50%) for the references. Although differences in material quality between blocks and even within the same block 
may arise in multicrystalline wafers, the main differences in the cells are attributed the different silicon feedstock. 
Prior to measurements all cells were subject to annealing at 200°C for 20 minutes followed by a light soaking in 
order to stabilize the degradation caused by BO-related defects. The IV characteristics are measured using a 
commercially available AAA sun simulator. The temperature dependence of the IV data is found by taking 
measurements at even temperature intervals between 25°C and 70°C. Internal and external quantum efficiencies 
(IQE and EQE) are measured at 25°C and 50°C using a setup from PV-tools/LOANA. 
Minimal temperature changes in reflection with the temperature increase are assumed and contacting properties 
are assumed to be identical for ESS® and poly cells. An estimate for the JSC can be obtained by integrating Eq. 1 
from 300 nm to 1200 nm. 
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ܴሺɉሻ and ܶሺɉሻ are the reflectance and transmittance of light at the wavelength, ɉ , in a cell of area A, respectively. 
The AM1.5G spectrum is used as the incident photon flux, ݂ሺɉሻ. A complete conversion of photons absorbed in the 
material into charge carriers is assumed.  
 
 
Fig. 1. The AM1.5G solar spectrum is shown in black, EQE for a cell in blue and the EQE weighted by the AM1.5G spectrum in red. By 
integrating the weighted EQE an estimate for the JSC can be obtained. 
3. Results 
The batch of compensated cells have an overall average efficiency of 17.0% while the non-compensated 
references show a slightly higher performance of 17.1% in average (for positional details, see above). A general 
trend is that cells based on compensated silicon have lower JSC and higher VOC than corresponding polysilicon 
wafers [5]. IV-characteristics for the cells after light soaking are presented in Table I.  
 
Table 1. IV-measurements at standard testing conditions (STC: 1 Sun illumination, AM1.5G spectrum and 25°C) for selected cells.  
Cell ߟ [%] ܬௌ஼ [mA/cm2] ைܸ஼ [mV] ܨܨ 
ESS® top 17.2 34.4 631.2 79.1 
ESS® bottom 16.7 34.2 630.9 77.6 
Poly top 17.5 35.0 632.8 79.0 
Poly bottom 17.4 35.1 631.7 78.7 
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Typical IQE curves for both 25°C and 50°C are shown in Figure 2. At low wavelengths the quantum efficiencies 
are slightly reduced for both compensated and non-compensated silicon solar cells when the temperature is 
increased, while quantum efficiencies are increased at higher wavelengths. The relative difference, 
ሺܫܳܧହ଴ െ ܫܳܧଶହሻ ܫܳܧଶହΤ , shows that in the 800 nm to 1100 nm range the compensated cell improves more than the 
non-compensated reference.  
The JSC and dJSC/dT calculated from the weighted EQE at 25°C and 50°C are shown in Table II. Temperature 
coefficients from IV-measurements are also included. An increase in the temperature coefficient of the JSC 
benefiting ESS® based cells is found. This corresponds well with both field studies as well as previous 
measurements on cells.  Testing of cells for module production is most likely performed under standard testing 
conditions. An elevated operating temperature may therefore explain why modules based on compensated silicon 
out-perform non-compensated reference modules of comparable installed capacity in tempered climates. Underlying 
mechanisms that may cause this effect are discussed below. 
 
 
Fig. 2. IQE curves for cells at 25°C (black) and 50°C (red). Both ESS® (solid lines) and poly (dashed lines) cells show an increase in the red-
response with increasing temperature. The relative difference show that ESS® increases more than the poly cell in the region from 800 nm to 
1000 nm. 
 
Table 2. Average temperature coefficient based on a JSC estimated using a weighted EQE is compared to values from IV-measurements.  
Cell ܬௌ஼ିாொா 25°C 
[mA/cm2] 
ܬௌ஼ିாொா 50°C 
[mA/cm2] 
݀ܬௌ஼ ݀ܶΤ ாொா 
[%/K] 
݀ܬௌ஼ ݀ ூܶ௏Τ  
[%/K] 
ESS® top 37.16 36.9 6.6E-2 6.75E-2 
ESS® bottom 35.1 36.4 6.2E-2 6.38E-2 
Poly top 36.6 37.2 5.6E-2 5.24E-2 
Poly bottom 36.7 37.2 5.6E-2 5.07E-2 
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4. Discussion 
The metallurgical cleaning procedure is fundamentally different from the Siemens process. As less energy is used 
in the purification process of ESS® than conventional polysilicon impurity elements may be present in different 
amounts. Elemental analysis show that the differences in metallic impurities are minimal [1, 15]. Thus, the main 
difference between conventional polysilicon and compensated silicon is the additional dopant elements present in 
the latter. Boron-oxygen complexes are introduced as a possible explanation in  by Tanay et al [16]. The hole 
capture cross section of boron-oxygen related defects is expected to diminish with increasing temperature [17], 
contributing to increased carrier lifetimes and diffusion lengths in the material. As manufacturers of SoGM-Si use 
their own, often unique, technologies for feedstock purification, silicon from different suppliers can differ 
considerably in contaminants and concentrations thereof. The oxygen content in ESS® is found to be comparable to 
non-compensated polysilicon [1, 18] and the amount of BO-complexes in compensated silicon is determined by the 
net doping, p0, and not the total boron concentration [19-21]. Comparable amounts of boron-oxygen complexes are 
therefore expected in both the ESS® cells and the non-compensated cells in this study. Comparable LID in the both 
the ESS® cells and the reference cells used in this study has previously been reported [22]. Peter et al. have, 
however, reported slightly elevated LID in ESS® cells previously [23]. 
Figure 2 shows that the effect favouring ESS® cells over the references occurs in the 800 nm to 1100 nm region. 
Differences in this wavelength range are generally attributed the bulk quality of the material. Thus, the beneficial 
effect of compensation on the performance of modules at high temperatures and irradiation is most likely related to 
the minority carrier lifetime and the carrier mobilities. It is known that compensation may lead to increased lifetimes 
in the material due to a shift in the Fermi level [9, 24]. This increase is countered by a reduction in mobility [6-8]. 
The effect on the mobility is related to scattering events. More dopants will act as scattering sites reducing the 
mobility in compensated silicon. However, the scattering is strongly linked to the temperature. With increasing 
temperatures the difference between compensated and non-compensated silicon will decrease. Thus, elevated 
temperatures are beneficial for compensated silicon as the effect of reduced in mobility will be evened out, while the 
beneficial lifetime effects largely will remain. As a result a relative improvement in diffusion length is expected in 
ESS® cells with increasing temperature.    
The main focus of the discussion has been on the increased temperature, but also the increased irradiation may 
contribute to the improved performance of compensated silicon cells. As mentioned above a small increase in the 
lifetime in compensated silicon is expected due to a Fermi level shift [6-8] and the hole capture cross section of the 
BO-complex will decrease with increasing temperature [17]. With an increased solar irradiance the injection level 
during operation of the modules might be higher than at standard testing conditions. Depending on the nature of the 
dominating impurities in the silicon this may result in a further improvement of the carrier lifetime. Common 
impurities such as BO-complexes and interstitial iron both show increasing SRH-lifetimes with increasing injection 
levels [25, 26].  
Improvements in the efficiency of solar cell in compensated silicon through the impurity photovoltaic (IPV) 
effect has previously been modelled [27]. Using IPV energy levels are introduced in the bandgap, for instance from 
added In or the CrB defect, enabling absorption of sub-bandgap photons. A beneficial effect from IPV will, 
however, only be visible in thin wafers (<50 ȝm). Band gap narrowing is known to occur with increasing doping 
levels. Using a recent model an additional band gap narrowing of 2-4 meV can be expected in compensated silicon 
[28]. However, Figure 2 shows that for a given temperature the IQE curves both compensated and non-compensated 
cells converge for high wavelengths. Thus, any beneficial effects of sub-bandgap absorption favouring compensated 
silicon are therefore unlikely.  
5. Summary 
The quantum efficiencies of the cells show a general decrease in the blue-response and an increase in the red-
response for both ESS® and poly cells. When estimating the JSC from the quantum efficiency an improvement 
corresponding roughly to the effect measured in the IV-characteristics is obtained. The main difference in the 
quantum efficiencies is found to be a slightly larger improvement with temperature in the 800 nm to 1100 nm 
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wavelength range for the ESS® cells. Towards 1200 nm the quantum efficiencies of both the ESS® cells and the 
reference cells at the same temperature converge.  
Effects in the quantum efficiency in the wavelength region from 800 nm to 1100 nm are typically attributed bulk 
material properties, i.e. the carrier mobility and lifetime. The carrier mobility decreases less with increasing 
temperature in compensated silicon than in non-compensated silicon. An additional temperature effect on the boron-
oxygen complexes may also contribute by improving the minority carrier lifetime in compensated silicon relative 
non-compensated. Additional sub-bandgap absorption of photons in compensated silicon is unlikely as the quantum 
efficiencies converge towards high wavelengths. 
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